First adult gaming ecosystem on BSC
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Introduction
Gaming is not just for kids, and
some games are definitely not for kids
The online gaming space has grown
significantly over the last decade with people now
having more access to online gaming platforms
than ever before such as Steam. Most people
have access to the internet via computers and
consoles, or mobile devices such as tablets and
most commonly smartphones and gaming is no
longer seen as something just for children

but is instead something that can appeal to
all ages in varying forms. While this has
been a boon for many gaming developers
there is an area of gaming that has
remained somewhat niche and at times
difficult to access, and that is Adult Gaming.
While Adult Gaming platforms do exist in
some fashion, Eroverse believes it can
do it better.

Eroverse will help adults play
adult games and buy erotic art
Eroverse will not only build a platform that will host adult orientated
games but will apply advancements in blockchain technology to
improve upon the current platforms. This will be via adding Play2Earn
to the games meaning users will be rewarded as they play. This
combines the benefit of a collated space for a niche gaming area, with
a reward mechanic which will encourage continued user engagement.
But the benefits of this platform do not end with gaming. It will also be
a space that will host artists of the adult genre. Users will be able to
buy NFT’s from well known artists and game developers in the space,
and some of the NFT’s will be part of separate game economies with
the potential to provide earnings just for holding them.

Eroverse doesn’t want to be like Steam, it wants to be ‘Steamy’
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The Market Space

Gaming today is
bigger than ever
The video games industry has seen huge growth over the last
10 years and it now boasts revenues higher than both the cinema
and music industries.

$42.5b
Movie box office
receipts in 2019

$145.7b
Video games industry
overall income in 2019

$20.2b

Music industry overall
income in 2019

This was a significant lead at the time and has likely become even bigger due to the global impact
Covid-19 has had on cinema and live music, combined with the continued growth of gaming.

An increase in gaming platforms
Along with the growth of gaming has come the increase in gaming platforms. Steam was a first mover
and is still market leader, but others have entered the space such as GOG, Epic store, Microsoft store
and Humble store. These collate games into spaces that allow games to be easily bought and played.
However, there has been an area of gaming that has also seen significant growth but is often seen as
separate to the mainstream, and that is Adult Gaming.
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The Market Space

Erotic games are treated
differently, so they deserve
some attention
Sex and erotica in video games is nothing new. Starting with
explicitly clothed but poorly animated girls in some Japanese
games in the late 1980’s, the idea that ‘sex sells’ has been
grasped by game developers over time and there is an
increasing amount for acceptance of sex and low level erotica in
mainstream games today. This can be seen as a parallel to how
Hollywood have used sex and erotica in some movies. However,
despite Hollywood having some level of erotica in many movies
the pornography industry is huge and booming since the rise of
internet pornography platforms.
Associated with all of these options is the
need for the user to give their details such
as logins. This is potentially a concern for
some given the nature of the content they
are looking for. They may not want their
identity attached, rightly or wrongly, to adult
games for various reasons such as
relationships and employment.

Adult gaming also has a significant user base but
has very little in way of platforms to access the
games. Nutaku is a well known platform but it
specialises in Hentai and Asian stylised games.
Other adult gaming developers distribute games
via Patreon or their own website and these are not
always easy for users to find. Developers can also
have issues securing affordable payment providers
as many do not want to work in the field.

There are distinct barriers to accessing
adult games. These are:
Limited distribution platforms

Privacy

Potentially expensive for developers
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Eroverse

The first adult gaming
ecosystem on BSC
Eroverse will make a platform where gamers can easily find the games they want and
developers can reach a wider user base, while at the same time enabling both gamers
and developers to make more money.

Ecosystem
The Eroverse ecosystem gives both gamers and
developers the chance to access earning
opportunities. Users will need to connect a BEP-20
wallet that contains a certain amount of ERO in
order to use the platform and access staking pools
and earn playing games. Developers and artists
will be free to set their own prices and rules to
be able to access their products. Some may
require aspecific NFT is in the users wallet, others

may require the holding of more ERO’s, they
will have freedom to decide within the
realms of the ecosystem.
As well as games, artists will also be able
to sell artworks, comics, NFT’s and more,
again setting the price and any other
requirements for sale. The platform will
receive a small fee on every transaction
which will help fund the reward pool.
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Eroverse

Developers
and artists
Eroverse is developing its own game which should be ready
at launch. However, the real goal is much much bigger.
Eroverse will provide prospective developers with software
development kit (SDK) to enable easy deployment on to the
platform. There are ongoing discussions with over 200
different developers and 2 developers are already on board.
Art works of varying types, including NFT’s, will also be sold via
the platform which will give artists access to a large
audience with affordable fees for selling their work. In time
a full marketplace will be launched to enable reselling. The
ability to sell adult NFT’s on a specialised platform is very limited
at present but will be something that fits well with the gaming
element or just as individual pieces of art. Being able to buy
artwork created by people’s favourite artists in the space will
be popular as it is hardly provided for.
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Team

The Eroverse Team
Román González

Sim

CEO

Communications

Troglomike

Bingo

Business Development

Business Development
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Roadmap & Tokenomics

Roadmap
Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Q3 2022

ਅ Eroverse idea
was born

ਅ Private sale
ਅ Presale
ਅ Dex Listing
ਅ First Staking Pool
ਅ NFT collection
launch

ਅ First in-house
game release
ਅ Partnerships
ਅ Dapp Release
ਅ Cex listing

ਅ Inbounding adult
game developers
and first game
implementation
of a third party
developer
ਅ Partnerships

ਅ Expanding
the Eroverse
ecosystem

Tokenomics

8%

txn fee

The funding will be distributed as follows:

Total supply

45 000 000 000

Initial supply will be distributed as follows:

ਅ

4% to marketing

ਅ

Liquidity: 10 000 000 000

ਅ

1% redistributions

ਅ

Development 5 000 000 000

ਅ

3% reward pool

ਅ

ਅ

Presale: 20 000 000 000

(3 month vesting period. After that
10% unlock every 3 months)

Team: 10 000 000 000 (6 month

vesting period. After that 10% unlock
every 3 months)
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Conclusion

Conclusion
Eroverse is building an Adult Gaming
Ecosystem that will address the
issues that currently exist in the space
as well as improving on current offerings
out there. It will offer not only an
affordable platform to host games
while allowing 100% privacy, but it will
also utilise Play2Earn in the games. That
means that users will not only get easy
access to games but also get paid as they
play, something that will make them want
to keep coming again and again.

Website

eroverse.io
Telegram

t.me/Eroverseio
Medium

medium.com/eroverse
Twitter

twitter.com/eroverse_io

eroverse.io
designed by lfglabs.xyz
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